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Coedited by one of the founders of hierarchy theory and featuring a diverse and renowned 
group of contributors, this volume provides an integrated, comprehensive, cutting-edge 
introduction to the hierarchy theory of evolution. From sweeping historical reviews to 
philosophical pieces, theoretical essays, and strictly empirical chapters, it reveals hierarchy 
theory as a vibrant field of scientific enterprise that holds promise for unification across the 
life sciences and offers new venues of empirical and theoretical research.  
 

 

“It is Evolutionary Theory’s integrative focus, viewed from a 
variety of perspectives, that gives the book its distinctive 
form. Diverse as the chapters are, linking commentaries 

help to make this perhaps the best-integrated edited 
volume I have seen. It is a conceptually homogeneous, 
truly unusual work that represents the state of the art in 

the realm of hierarchy-driven evolutionary theory and will 
move this field ahead in a significant way.” 

—Ian Tattersall, American Museum of Natural History, 
author of The Strange Case of the Rickety Cossack and 

Other Cautionary Tales from Human Evolution  

 

“The editors of Evolutionary Theory are all . . . advocates of 
an understanding of evolution that does not conform to 
the standard, received version. . . . Clear and readable, 
chapters explore themes of information, integration, 

organization, mereology, context, time—and the 
constraints responsible for bringing hierarchies into being 

and keeping them in existence while allowing them to 
change. The crucial significance of these conceptual 
issues, and how they are made manifest in biology, 

development, and evolution, can no longer be ignored.” 
—Alicia Juarrero, author of Dynamics in Action: 

Intentional Behavior as a Complex System 
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